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»Cities, like dreams, are made of desires and fears, even if the thread of their discourse is secret, their 

rules are absurd, their perspectives deceitful, and everything conceals something else.« This 

sentence, taken from Italo Calvino’s »Invisible Cities«, makes clear that a city is not what we see when 

we are moving through its streets or when we are looking at a map or photograph. The city remains 

invisible behind such material and textual representations, only momentarily coming into appearance, 

strangely confronting us with our own desires and fears. In »Imagining Global Amsterdam. History, 

Culture and Geography« Marco de Waard edited a collection of essays that engages with the city’s 

secret discourses, its absurd rules and deceitful perspectives: The volume originating from a 

conference held in 2009 succeeds in demonstrating how a world city like Amsterdam is given shape 

not just by its buildings and geographical structures, but by the imaginations that have evolved around 

the city since its beginning.

Conceptualized not only as a structure of streets and places, but as an inscrutable mix of discourses 

and perspectives, it does not surprise that a city like Amsterdam cannot be read and interpreted like a 

book, because a city’s signs and representations are not neatly spread across a number of pages. The 

volume meets this challenge by gathering scholars from a wide range of disciplines: The multiple 

perspectives of human geography, social science, history, anthropology, art history as well as 

literature, film and media studies and cultural studies are combined in the volume in a productive way. 

Nevertheless all the contributions share a common focus: Whether they look at the history and 

memory of Amsterdam (part I), at Amsterdam in a global context (part II) or at its cultural geography 

(part III), they show how Amsterdam is given meaning by people’s imaginations and representations 

and how this process takes place in a global context. 

In his introduction Marco de Waard deals with the implications that such a focus on (global) 

imaginations of Amsterdam brings forth. An analysis of imaginations of »global Amsterdam« needs to 

take into account not only the mobility of people (like the international tourists visiting the city), but also 

the mobility of images of Amsterdam that people encounter before or even without getting into contact 

with the »real« city. According to de Waard, Amsterdam may serve as a »unique and exceptional case 

study « (p. 11) for demonstrating globalization’s impact on urban life. This is due to the fact that 

Amsterdam’s present situation in a globalized world can be compared to its position in a global 

structure from the seventeenth century onwards, when Amsterdam became a city of global importance 

in its »golden age«. Whether or not seen from a historical perspective, it is the question whether 

Amsterdam can be regarded as a »global village« combining global and local networks in a 
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harmonious way. In a more sceptical view one might suggest that the global structures that create 

world cities standardize these cities even in their diversity. Especially in modern global tourism a city’s 

heterogeneity becomes a common feature. With these questions in mind it is all the more interesting to 

look at Amsterdam as an example of how images of cities as global players are formed today, but also 

throughout history. 

The authors respond to these questions in different ways. From a historical perspective (part I of the 

volume) Ulrich Ufer reminds us of how the rapidly developing global network of colonies fuelled the 

awareness of the idea that the accumulation of knowledge as well as of capital was boundless, with 

Amsterdam in its global context representing this accumulative logic. Other articles elaborate on how 

early modern Amsterdam becomes itself an image that is constructed according to present fears and 

desires. Joyce Goggin and Erinç Salor convincingly highlight how heritage novels (Deborah 

Moggach’s »Tulip Fever« and Neal Stephenson’s »Quicksilver«) combine easily recognizable 

signifiers of the seventeenth century as the Dutch Golden Age to meet the needs of an international 

audience. On the one hand, such historical literary writing can be read to prepare a touristic encounter 

with Amsterdam that is in tune with common concepts of the European heritage industry. On the other 

hand, the discussed heritage novels stress the dangers of financial speculation and may thus serve to 

confront the historical situation with the present financial-economic climate. This works well for 

explaining the function of these novels. But the confrontation of the globalized situation of early 

modern Amsterdam with the globalized postmodern Amsterdam also creates analytical problems in the 

volume. The comparison of present and past can lead to negligence of the special circumstances of a 

historical situation. For example the patriotic imagery of the eighteenth century analysed by Dorothee 

Sturkenboom is partly generalized to point out parallels with the present.

Part II of the volume focuses on imaginations of Amsterdam as a global city. Patricia Pister shows how 

the famous Dutch documentary filmmaker Johan van der Keuken in his documentary »Amsterdam 

Global Village« tries to translate features of Amsterdam as a global village into his way of film 

narrating: the camera for example follows inhabitants of Amsterdam to places like Bolivia or Thailand, 

thus showing that our image of Amsterdam must include all kinds of other images that we would not 

expect from the city at first glance. Henriette Louwerse describes another Dutch reflection on the 

global dimension of Amsterdam in Hafid Bouazza’s story »Apolline«, confronting it with a multicultural 

perspective that reveals clichés about Arab culture as well as clichés about the city of Amsterdam in a 

textual play. 

The way images of Amsterdam are influenced and standardized is also one of the issues of part III, 

dealing with Amsterdam’s cultural geography in a global context. Freek Schmidt points out how 

eighteenth-century publications like the »Grachtenboek« coined views on the Amsterdam inner-city 

canal ring as a master plan turned into reality rather than a pragmatic way of dealing with the city’s 

situation. This image is welcomed in today’s heritage industry dealing with a globalized market of 

tourism that likes to fix the meaning and importance of a city, in this case sanctified by putting the 

Amsterdam Canal District onto the UNESCO World Heritage List as a masterpiece of town planning. 
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Bharain Mac an Bhreithiún further elaborates the »top-down« attempts to appoint meaning to a city 

and traces »resisting« narratives that try to build narratives »from the ground up« like the visual culture 

in the popular neighbourhood De Pijp. The »I Amsterdam« campaign serves as an example of city 

branding that in spite of appealing to individual »I’s« and their relation to the city may exploit this 

individualism for global touristic and economic purposes. 

With regard to the (global) city, the opposition between top-down urban planning that tries to fix 

images of the city on the one hand and the floating process of building images of the city in everyday 

practice on the other hand is a well-known contrast established by Michel de Certeau’s concepts of 

strategy and tactics. In its multi-layered approach the volume shows that conceptualizing Amsterdam 

as a global city is a process that is shaped by powerful images and individual imagination. In spite of 

the productivity of looking at diverse (self) representations opposed to standardizing tendencies of 

world cities in a growing global market, one has be careful not to exaggerate this opposition. This way 

of forming contrasts may activate a special kind of »othering« that turns phenomena like the newly 

built Amsterdam quarter Zuidas into a new kind of Feindbild, once again confirming Calvino’s 

assumption that cities are made of desire – and of fear. 

In some cases the volume tends to »brand« others like the heritage industry, but on the whole it 

depicts the dynamics of imagining Amsterdam in a way that shows that a city’s diversity can even 

integrate standardization processes in a global context. It makes clear that neither a city’s present or 

past nor its global dimension can be accurately described without analysing its multiple (self) 

representations.
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